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Find us in The Blue Book. [1]
Our Services Include (but not limited to):
Curtain Wall Framing and Doors
Storefront Framing and Doors
Aluminum Doors and Windows
Operable Windows
All-Glass Entrances
Interior All-Glass Office Partitions
Demountable Walls and Doors
Glass Handrails
Glass Walls and Lobby's
At Norman?s Commercial Glass Division, we partner with top aluminum manufacturers and
provide many of the top aluminum and glazing systems. The first step is choosing the correct

system for your project?s needs. We can assist in designing and laying out the perfect
storefront or curtain wall system and have it engineered to meet windload requirements.
Whether you choose an interior or exterior storefront system, Norman?s Commercial Glass
can assist from design building to working with your General Contractor, to meeting with
Owner?s and Architects to be sure that the correct system is being utilized to maximize your
building?s potential. We can value engineer your glass and aluminum project to ensure you
are getting the most value from your investment. Kawneer [2], Rebco [3], Oldcastle Building
Envelope [4], US Aluminum [5] are just a sampling of the manufacturer?s that we have provided
our satisfied clientele.
Just contact our Estimating Department to find out the first step in getting a formal proposal
for your building glass and aluminum project. Norman?s Glass can assist you in choosing the
correct system, designing your opening, value engineering, engineering, or follow your design
and plans laid out by an Architect.
We are the preferred glass and glazing company for professional companies such as, Hilton
Realty Co., Sharbell Development, Genesis Healthcare, Shire Pharmaceuticals, Sherute,
LLC, Carnegie Center and many others! You can view our glass and glazing work at various
commercial complexes in the state of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland.
The approach that Norman?s takes is an all-inclusive approach to supplying, fabrication and
designing Architectural Aluminum systems. Norman?s Glass and Auto Services Commercial
Division can handle commercial building projects of any size and magnitude. We employ a
support staff unrivaled in the glass and glazing community, set up to ensure that your
aluminum storefront or curtain wall project, large or small, goes smoothly from estimating to
shop drawings and submittals, to field dimension measuring to the final installation and
finishing. We see through the entire project.
Contact Us for more information! We are always available to assist!
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